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The BSA Family

When you join the BSA family, you’re investing in  

a company with an unrivalled airgun pedigree and 

a worldwide reputation for quality, service and 

innovative design. We’re proud of that reputation and 

of the gunmaking heritage on which it was founded. 

While our history inspires us, we’re every bit as proud 

of our present range of products and even more 

excited about our future.

MK2
regulated

BSA - The standard by which Airgun quality is measured
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BSA guns are designed and built using our proven combination of English 

gunsmithing skil ls combined with the total precision of the very latest , 

computer-controlled production techniques. We believe this system gives 

BSA the very best of both worlds and our customers the finest choice of 

airguns and equipment available. From hi-tech, autoloading, precharged-

pneumatic sporters, to spring-powered fun guns and so much more. 

More than ever before, our shooting family has what your shooting  

family needs. Welcome to the BSA family.

BSA - The standard by which Airgun quality is measured
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The barrel of an air rif le has an even greater inf luence 

on accuracy than many shooters realise. Not only must 

a barrel be expertly made with precision rif ling, a 

properly finished bore and a perfectly true ‘crown’ at 

the muzzle, the entire barrel setup must be compatible 

with the rif le that it is fitted to and the pellets used in 

it . For all of these factors to come together for every 

rif le, total control over barrel production is required. 

That is why BSA always makes its own barrels. 

Our unmatched experience in airgun-making has 

proven that the degree of control we insist on is 

absolutely essential for top performance. At BSA we 

control every process that goes into the making of a 

barrel, from the initial selection of the steel blanks, 

through the forming of the bore and it's rif ling, al l 

the way to the final finishing. We know that every 

one of these processes has a significant effect on the 

performance of a barrel, and that is another reason  

we maintain full control of them.

As you can see, at BSA we do things our own way.  

Our barrels are not only designed and made by us, 

to our exclusive specifications, their configuration is 

unique to BSA . We’re not different for the sake of it 

though. We do things our way because we know it 

makes our products better, and making better products 

is what has made us successful for over 100 years.

Production of Barrels
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Rifles - Spring Guns
During development every model in the BSA spring gun range is put 

through a punishing and prolonged firing test to ensure a lifetime 

of trouble free use. At the end of the test the gun is subjected to 

an exacting visual and technical inspection to evaluate the effect 

of prolonged firing, only if it passes wil l it be deemed worthy of 

bearing the BSA name and world famous Piled Arms logo. Which is 

why when you buy a BSA you know you have a gun which wil l keep 

on doing what it was designed to do, again and again and again.
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XL Tactical
 

Total practicality for hunters comes courtesy of the XL Tactical, 

the sensational new addition to the BSA family. All the power 

and performance of the Lightning XL in a super-durable, all-

weather, synthetic stock designed by Jon Sykes of renowned 

airgun development specialists, Hydro Graphics.

The XL Tactical’s stock is computer-designed to provide 

everything sporting shooters need, and nothing they don’t. 

The specially-developed, hi-impact polymer compound used 

to form the stock is always warm to the touch, provides 

secure grip and remains warp-free in all climate conditions. 

The ultra-practical Tactical – a sporter for all seasons!

Overall length Barrel length Weight

95cm/37
1/2 in 37cm/14

1/2 in 3kg/6.6lbs

 

1. Hi-tech synthetic 
stock

Super-tough, totally 

stable, hi-impact 

polymer, warm to the 

touch and completely 

weatherproof.

2. Enhanced trigger 
mechanism

Computer-designed 

and fully adjustable, 

backed by manual 

safety-catch.

3. Full-barrel silencer

Hi-tech internal  

baffles, slimline  

profile. Doubles as  

a cocking aid.

4. Maxi-Grip  
scope rail

Rubber-cushioned, 

anti-shock sight 

mounting rail.

4

‘I didn’t think BSA could improve the XL’s  
performance, but this new Tactical does exactly that.’ 

GeorGe StevenS, AirGun World

HHHHH

Winner of Best Air rifle Award
tHe SHootinG tiMeS

AWARD
WINNER
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Lightning XL
 

The latest version of this phenomenally successful rifle raises 

the sporting performance bar still further. The XL provides all 

the power and accuracy that has made the Lightning a legend, 

and now it comes with refinements to match. 

The XL’s stock comes fully chequered at the grip and fore 

end, with a ventilated butt pad to ensure secure contact at 

the shoulder. The carbine barrel is totally sleeved by a slimline 

silencer and the enhanced, two-stage, adjustable trigger 

mechanism provides perfect control of every shot. Now add  

all of the features that took the Lightning to the top of the best 

sellers list, and you’ll see why the Lightning XL is already so 

popular. This is the rifle for the sporting shooter that demands 

top performance and style.  

Overall length Barrel length Weight

95cm/37
1/2 in 37cm/14

1/2 in 3kg/6.6lbs

2. Enhanced trigger 
mechanism
Computer-designed and 
fully adjustable, backed 
by manual safety-catch.

3. Full-barrel silencer
Hi-tech internal baffles, 
slimline profile. Doubles 
as a cocking aid.

4. Maxi-Grip 
scope rail
Rubber-cushioned, 
anti-shock sight 
mounting rail.

1. Choice of stocks
The Lightning XL  is 
available in either a 
deluxe beech, or grade 
1 oil-finished walnut 
stock

‘The XL is a fantastic rifle and I’ll certainly be using one.’ 

terry doe, AirGun World

1

2

4

3

grade 1 walnut stock

beech stock
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Lightning
 

This rifle takes the renowned Supersport format to  

another level, via a features upgrade that adds greatly  

to its performance in the field. First, the standard barrel is 

shortened to true carbine length, then fitted with BSA’s superb 

Volumetric silencer. This drastically reduces the Lightning’s 

muzzle blast while also providing a comfortable cocking grip.

Next, the rifle is fitted with a full-specification, Maxi-Grip 

scope rail, complete with its patented, rubber-mounted, shock-

absorption system. With perfect balance, fast handling and 

total scope security as standard, no wonder the Lightning has 

become such a favourite with hunters and professional pest 

controllers worldwide.  

Overall length Barrel length Weight

95cm/37
1/4 in 37cm/14

1/2 in 2.8kg/6.2lbs

1

3

2

1. Maxi-Grip 
scope rail
Patented rubber-
cushioned,  
anti-shock sight 
mounting rail.

2. Silencer
Large volume, internally 
baffled, hi-tech silencer 
that doubles as a  
cocking aid.

3. Full power action
Internally weighted 
and powered by 
a hi-performance 
mainspring. Each action 
is calibrated to deliver 
top performance.

4. Carbine barrel
Shortened, to improve 
balance and handling.

4

‘This rifle is one of the most popular among 
professional pest-controllers, and it’s easy to see why.’ 

niGel BAtten, netWork PeSt Control ltd

Supersport
 
Full power performance meets totally practical, no-nonsense 

design in this seriously handy, break-barrel sporter. This is the 

rifle for hunters who want top performance at an affordable 

price in a proven, hard-hitting package. This rifle is designed 

to provide years of service in the hunting field and it has all 

the features to do just that.

The specially weighted piston and mainspring are 

calibrated to deliver full, consistent power, manageable 

recoil and thousands upon thousands of shots with minimal 

maintenance. Incorporating BSA’s superb, adjustable open 

sights and a full-length scope mounting rail, the Supersport’s 

accuracy is fully supported by a two-stage, adjustable trigger 

high quality barrel and a practical stock design.

Overall length Barrel length Weight

Rifle 104cm/42in 47cm/18
1/2 in 3kg/6.6lbs

1
3

2

‘Full performance at an affordable price. 
No wonder the Supersport is so popular.’

JoHn MArriott,  Air Gunner

1. Full power action
Internally weighted 
and powered by a hi-
performance mainspring. 
Each action is calibrated to 
deliver top performance.

2. Two-stage trigger
A crisp, positive let-off, 
adjustable to suit the 
shooter’s preference and 
backed by a manual, 
resettable safety-catch.

3. Choice of sighting systems
Supersport comes complete 
with fully-adjustable open sights 
and full length scope mounting 
grooves. 

4. Scope arrestor block
Optional scope arrestor 
block available to ensure 
complete stability of scope 
under recoil.  
Part number: 18-1178

4
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4. ABT Safety System
Locks down barrel during 
loading, preventing firing 
until barrel is closed.

1. Trigger safety
Full safety-catch control 
at the tip of your trigger 
finger for total security.

2. Chequered beech stock
Practical, strong, smooth-
handling and fully-chequered for 
absolute control of every shot.

4

2
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Meteor Mk7
 
This very latest chapter in the incredible success story of the 

BSA Meteor offers for the first time the potent combination of 

a full-power action and fully-chequered hardwood stock. With 

those features also comes the upgrade to serious hunting rifle 

status, and the Meteor Mk7 certainly has the potential to fulfil 

the demands of the hunting field.

This rifle is fitted with a full-specification BSA-made barrel 

and a new, fast-handling stock that comes chequered at the 

grip and fore end for full control under all hunting conditions. 

Extensively tested by BSA’s team of dedicated field trial 

specialists, the new Mk7 adds a new level of potency to the 

proven features that made the Meteor a global multi-million 

selling rifle.   

Overall length Barrel length Weight

Rifle 109cm/43in 47cm/18
1/2 in 2.8kg/6.2lbs

1

3. Choice of sighting 
systems
Comet comes complete with  
fully-adjustable, hi-visibility 
open sights and full length 
scope mounting grooves.

Comet
 

Full power, hunting standard accuracy, fast handling and a choice 

of sighting systems all come as standard with the new BSA 

Comet, along with a whole range of exciting features. These 

include hi-visibility, fibre-optic enhanced open sights, that allow 

instant target acquisition in virtually any lighting conditions.

Also included in the top-value Comet package, is a super-

tough, synthetic stock complete with textured, non-slip grip 

panels, a precision set, single-stage trigger and manual safety, 

plus an internal, automatic anti-beartrap mechanism. Fitted with 

a top-specification BSA barrel, scope mounting grooves and fully 

backed by our guarantee of quality, this lightweight, affordable 

sporter is set to become a star in its own right.

Overall length Barrel length Weight

108cm/42
1/2 in 45cm/17

1/2 in 2.7kg/5.9lbs

1

2

3

1. Full power action
Solid, break-barrel, 
spring-piston action, 
designed to deliver 
top performance with 
minimal maintenance. 

2. Hi-tech synthetic stock
Totally weatherproof, highly 
practical stock, with hi-grip 
contact panels on the grip 
and fore end.

3. Choice of sighting 
systems
Comet comes complete with  
fully-adjustable, hi-visibility 
open sights and full length 
scope mounting grooves.

4. ABT Safety System
Locks down barrel during 
loading, preventing firing 
until barrel is closed.

4

‘Possibly the ultimate combination of practicality, 
performance and value at anything like the price.'

terry doe, AirGun World
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150th Year of excellence

BSA Strap
Made in england from finest 
bridal leather, this superb 
rifle sling comes with Qd 
swivels to attach it to your 
rifle, and is embossed.

Aluminium flight case
Hard-wearing rifle case 
offers the ultimate 
protection for your 
commemorative rifle when 
travelling or in storage.

Special Limited Edition Rifle. To commemorate the 150th 

anniversary of the incorporation of the Birmingham Small Arms Company 

a limited edition of 150 BSA R-10 Mk2 rifles have been hand built to 

the most exacting standards. Each rifle is supplied in a high gloss select 

grade walnut stock and fitted with a removable silencer. The rifles are 

topped by a BSA Optics Huntsman 3-9x40 scope with an illuminated 

reticule, fitted with a handmade bridal leather adjustable sling embossed 

with the specially commissioned 150 year commemorative logo and are 

accompanied by a spare magazine, a single shot adaptor and charging 

adaptor. Each gun is individually numbered and comes with a unique 

handmade hunting knife crafted by John Patrick Knives, and numbered to 

correspond with the rifle. A signed Certificate of Authenticity and  lockable 

aluminium case complete the ensemble.

 

John Patrick Knives
After many years as an engineer at Rolls Royce John turned his experience 

to making knives. Handmade in every detail with blades fashioned from 

D2 tool steel hardened to 59-61 Rockwell, handles made from stabilized 

Dymondwood™ with brass bolsters and rivets, and sheaths hand cut and 

hand stitched from saddle band butt leather these knives represent the 

pinnacle of the knife makers art.

“A mouthwatering combination of performance, 
precision, practicality and style.” Terry Doe

Rifles - PCP Guns
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MK2

R-10 MK2 Regulated
 

The new BSA R-10 Mk2 combines sporting style and total field 

performance like no other rifle on the market today. Here’s a rifle 

that will inspire traditional shooters and modernists alike, plus 

everyone who appreciates what makes British airguns the best 

in the world. The BSA R-10 Mk2 looks like a thoroughbred and it’s 

built to take everything the hunting field can throw at it, season 

after season. Check out the R-10 Mk2’s list of features and you’ll 

see for yourself why this superb sporting rifle is going to be in 

great demand from discerning airgunners of all kinds. With the 

new BSA R-10 Mk2 – you really can have it all. 

Overall length Barrel length Weight

Rifle 94cm/37in 39.5cm/15.5in 3.1kg/6.9lbs

Air reservoir volume

200cc approx

Power regulator
Fully regulated power 
means no power curve 
and ensures consistent, 
dependable accuracy 
throughout the charge. 

On-board air gauge
At-a-glance pressure 
monitoring make power 
management easier 
than ever and quick-fill 
facility enables bottle-on 
recharging of the R-10.

Single shot adaptor 
A flip-out adaptor in .177 or 
.22 for competition shooting  
is available separately. This 
product can also be used for 
all BSA multi shot models 
except the SuperTen.

Multi-adjustable,  
match standard trigger
All the trigger adjustment 
options you could need to 
put you in total control of 
every shot.

regulated

‘In the field, it didn't take long to 
establish the R-10 is a sporter supreme 
and a hunter's dream' 

niGel Allen, AirGun SHooter

•   Highly-developed, full-power, recoilless action

•   Proven 10-shot autoload system provides a shot 

every second

•   Custom designed Grade 2 walnut stock with 

rosewood fore end tip and grip cap, plus 

adjustable butt-pad for full control of every shot

•   New Bowkett-designed regulator and 

firing mechanism, for ultimate shot-to-shot 

consistency, low-effort cocking and a faster  

firing cycle

•   Supplied probe charger, so no need to remove buddy-

bottle to charge with air

•   Fully-floating, match-accurate, shrouded barrel, 

threaded for a silencer and fitted with multi-port 

muzzle-flip compensator

•   Multi-adjustable two-stage trigger for total precision

•   Over 200 shots per charge in .22 and over 150 in .177. 

High-power FAC models and fully left handed versions 

•   Perfect handling and balance

•   Made in Birmingham

Scope not included
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SCORPION se

2

3

4

1

The new BSA Scorpion SE redefines the hunting carbine and 

moves the sporting rifle standard to a new level,  giving 

serious shooters a package of features  they could previously 

only dream of. With full power and match-level accuracy, 

this perfectly balanced rifle has handling characteristics that 

make fast target acquisition and total control second nature. 

The Scorpion SE becomes part of your shooting and will help 

you achieve your full sporting potential.

Designed and built in Birmingham, the Scorpion SE comes 

with passion as standard, because at BSA we are passionate 

about our guns and your shooting.

Overall length Barrel length Weight

Rifle 92.5cm/36.
1/2in 47cm/18

1/2in 3.5kg/7.7lbs

Air reservoir volume 100cc approx

 

1. Ambidextrous Stock
Styled by Minelli and 
available in either beech 
or walnut this stock 
provides a rock solid 
platform and is perfect for 
shots in any stance.

2. Pressure Gauge
At-a-glance pressure 
monitoring make power 
management easier 
than ever and quick-fill 
facility enables bottle-
on recharging of the 
Scorpion SE.

3. Magazine
The self-actuating 10 shot 
magazine cycles faultlessly, 
the rota is numbered to show 
how many shot remain and 
colour coded, blue for .177, 
red for .22 and black for .25. 

4. 2 Stage Trigger
Adjustable 2 stage trigger 
gives precise shot control.

•   Ambidextrous stock with stippled pistol  

grip and fore end

•   New lightweight ‘fast strike’ hammer 

system gives increased efficiency

•   30% Increase in shots per charge

•  Pressure gauge

•   New 10-shot self-actuating magazine for  

trouble-free shooting (8-shot in .25)

•  Tactical version with synthetic stock and 

black bolt 

•  Self-regulating valve

•  2 stage adjustable trigger

•  Hammer forged free-floating barrel

•  Muzzle brake

•  Barrel threaded ½” UNF

•  Bolt action

•  Manual safety catch

•  Available in .177, .22 & .25mm

Available 2012 
.25 calibre

6.35
mm

Scope not included
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BSA Scorpion SE Shot Count Comparison

30% Increase in Shots 

 Shot Count   Based on +/- 15 Feet Per Second

Gun Model

Scorpion SE
Scorpion
Competitor A
Competitor B

Average Shot Count

96
75
80
75
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Scorpion Carbine
 

This is the perfect rifle for airgunners who prefer traditional, 

straightforward performance teamed with rock-solid build  

quality and no-nonsense design. The Scorpion’s single-shot,  

bolt-action format is simplicity itself to use and the rifle’s  

quick-fit charging system makes it just as easy to run. 

The Scorpion’s fully-floating, match-accurate barrel is set 

deeply into the breech block for total stability and comes  

ready-threaded to take a silencer. A generous pellet loading  

bay ensures fast, easy loading and the ergonomic ‘Bolas’  

bolt-handle makes cocking virtually effortless. Affordable, 

practical and built to last a lifetime; the Scorpion provides  

the performance while you get on with the shooting!

Overall length Barrel length Weight

88cm/35in 39cm/15in 3.1kg/6.8lbs

Air reservoir volume

112cc approx

2. Fully-floating barrel
With BSA precision rifling 
for match accuracy, 
threaded and supplied 
with highly efficient 
muzzle brake as standard.

3. Slick bolt-action
Hand-filling ‘Bolas’ 
bolt-handle facilitates 
easy-action cocking  
and loading.

1. Full-power action
The Scorpion delivers 
over 70 shots at 11-plus 
ft.lbs. in .22 calibre. 
More than enough to 
fill any gamebag many 
times over.

‘This is just my sort of sporter. Compact, 
no-nonsense, and capable of all the 
performance I’ll ever need.’

GeorGe StevenS, AirGun World

4. Resiliant weatherproof stock
Moulded from resiliant high impact 
synthetic polypropylene, this stock is 
totally weatherproof and warm to the 
touch no matter what the conditions. 
Features palm swell, thumb groove, 
textured positive grip and fitted with 
swivel studs. 

3
2 1

4

Scope not included
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Ultra Multishot
 

The Ultra Multishot, adds autoload capability in the form of BSA’s 

10-shot pellet magazine. This works superbly with the Ultra’s 

unique, MMC cocking system and spring-loaded pellet probe and 

allows the shooter to fire shot after shot without taking the rifle 

off aim – and that can be a real advantage in a hunting situation.

Also built into the Ultra Multishot’s super-compact design 

you’ll find an expertly crafted, fully-chequered stock, a quick-fit 

charging system, match grade accuracy and that unrivalled BSA 

pedigree. Both the Ultra and Ultra Multishot come with charging 

adaptor, spare seals and lubricant. Now there’s proof that less 

really can be more!

Overall length Barrel length Weight

82cm/32in 30.5cm/12in 2.7kg/5.9lbs

Air reservoir volume

67cc approx

2. Full-power action
Within the Ultra’s super-
compact action there’s 
all the power needed  
to hunt every one of  
the recognised airgun  
quarry species.

3. MMC system
Micro-Movement 
Cocking means just that. 
A dab with the fingertips 
cocks the action, with no 
discernable movement 
to spook your quarry.

1. Ergonomic stock
Craftsman designed for 
control and comfort, 
all Ultra stocks include 
BSA logos on grip cap 
and heel. 

4. Fully-floating barrel
With BSA precision rifling 
for match accuracy, 
threaded and supplied 
with highly efficient 
muzzle brake as standard.

composite stock

grade 2 walnut stock

4

3

1

2

Scope not included

beech stock
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Ultra

Take the fast, direct concept of the Micro-Movement Cocking 

system, add a spring-assisted loading bolt, then build these into 

a superbly compact, full-power, precharged pneumatic action, 

complete with silenced, match-accurate barrel and a fully-

chequered stock, and you’re looking at the hottest ultra-carbine 

on the market. 

The BSA Ultra provides top spec’ performance and unique 

handling qualities in a stylish, affordable package. Perfectly 

balanced and designed for fast target acquisition, the Ultra is 

purpose built to take your sporting shooting to an exciting new 

level. It’s a lightweight stalker, a super-compact ratter, the ideal 

hide-hunting rifle and much, much more. It’s the BSA Ultra –  

a genuine mini-supergun!

Overall length Barrel length Weight

82cm/32in 30.5cm/12in 2.6kg/5.7lbs

Air reservoir volume

67cc approx

2. MMC system
Micro-Movement 
Cocking means just that. 
A dab with the fingertips 
cocks the action, with no 
discernable movement 
to spook your quarry.

4. Precision,  
two-stage trigger
Crisp, predictable and 
adjustable for engagement 
and stage length, the 
Ultra’s trigger is a real 
sporting advantage.

1. Full-power action
Within the Ultra’s super-
compact action there’s 
all the power needed to 
hunt every one of the 
recognised airgun quarry 
species.

Scope not included

grade 2 walnut stock

composite stock

beech stock

2

3

4

1

3. Fully-floating barrel
With BSA precision rifling 
for match accuracy, 
threaded and supplied 
with highly efficient 
muzzle brake as standard.
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Figures quoted are a guide only, and will vary according to pellet-type.

Fill pressures are recommended maximum - actual performance may vary 
depending on pressure.

How many shots do I get?

Scorpion SE and Scorpion Tactical 

.177 11.5 ft lbs/825 fps/251 mps 200 bar 65 shots

.22     11.5 ft lbs/570 fps/174 mps 200 bar 96 shots

.177 FAC 20 ft lbs/925 fps/282 mps 232 bar 40 shots 

.22 FAC 30 ft lbs/818 fps/249 mps   232 bar 25 shots

Ultra and Ultra Multishot 

.177 11.5 ft lbs/825 fps/251 mps 232 bar 35 shots

.22     11.5 ft lbs/570 fps/174 mps 200 bar 40 shots

We work only with companies who consistently supply goods and 
services of the highest quality, which is why BSA chose Minelli to 
make our wooden stocks. 

Minelli’s philosophy is to proactively develop their business and 

production processes to meet and exceed market needs without 

compromise. This also embraces an ethical commitment to maintaining 

and improving the environment. All wood used comes from sustainable 

forests, while potentially harmful traditional paints have been replaced 

by water-based products. In recognition of these and other initiatives, 

Minelli has been granted the prestigious FSC certification.

.177 11.5 ft lbs/825 fps/251 mps  232 bar 160 shots

.22     11.5 ft lbs/570 fps/174 mps    232 bar  210 shots

.177 FAC 21 ft Ibs/1055 fps/321 mps    232 bar  50 shots

.22 FAC 31 ft Ibs/ 935 fps/285 mps    232 bar  45 shots

R-10
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Pellets
Ultimately, the performance of your airgun depends on the 

quality and compatibility of the pellets you choose for it and 

each barrel can show preference for a different type of pellet.  

BSA have made that choice simple by producing a range of 

pellets that have been specifically designed to perform to the 

highest standard in BSA barrels. Every type of sporting airgun 

and every kind of shooting situation is catered for within our 

selection of precision-formed pellets. We know what our airguns 

need to produce top performance and these BSA pellets will 

deliver it for you. Choose BSA pellets for your BSA airgun  

– it really is that simple!

Elite
High-crowned domehead - The ultimate pellet for extreme-range 

performance. This medium weight, highly aerodynamic pellet represents 

the perfect combination for hunting. Its streamlined profile creates 

less ‘drag’ in flight and promotes a more forgiving trajectory, while its 

weight-forward design maximises the pellet’s energy-transfer on impact. 

.177 7.87 grains 

.22     15.43 grains  

Elite Pellet

Storm
Classic roundhead - The all-time classic pellet, time-proven and designed 

for all-round use. Ideal for spring-piston and precharged pneumatic 

airguns alike, this pellet can handle anything from informal plinking 

sessions to the demands of full-on hunting action. Versatile, affordable 

and totally reliable, this pellet demands its place in your airgun armoury. 

Storm Pellet

.177 7.87 grains 

.22     15.43 grains  

Interceptor
Hollowpoint hunter - This is the pellet for those close-to-medium range 

hunting situations where maximum knockdown potential is essential. The 

Interceptor is formed from a special lead-alloy which is designed to deform 

on impact and transfer impact-energy much more efficiently than standard 

pellet types. If you’re looking for the ultimate ammo for rat-hunting or feral 

pigeon control, you’ve found it with the BSA Interceptor!

.177 7.87 grains 

.22     15.43 grains  

Interceptor Pellet

Pylarm
Low-profile roundhead magnum - The mighty Pylarm is purpose-built for 

our .25 calibre hunting rifles and represents the ultimate anti-rat pellet.  

The low-profile head transmits maximum shock-energy on impact and the 

solid design provides accuracy to match. This is the specialist pellet for 

those that prefer the larger calibre.

.25     18.82 grains  

Pylarm Pellet
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Scope Mounts
The importance of using top quality sight mounts cannot be overstated. The mount secures your rifle’s aiming 

system and with accuracy totally dependent on the precision and quality of these essential accessories; only the 

best will do. That’s why BSA have produced the Scope Master range of sight mounts. Developed in conjunction 

with world-renowned mount specialists, B-Square, the Scope Master range has precisely the mount you need at 

a price you can afford. Scope Master sight mounts; just fit them, forget them - and concentrate on your shooting.

Ring and  
Non-adjustable Mounts

All ring mounts and non adjustable  

one piece mounts boast the following:
 

  Made from the highest grade aircraft aluminium.
 

   Unique wrap around design for unrivalled retention and twice  

the grip of conventional mounts.
 

  Reversible clamp fits all dovetails from 9.3mm to 13mm.
 

  All screws are fully recessed for smooth lines and added security.
 

   Unique screw down recoil stop can be raised and lowered as  

required: no more lost stops.
 

    Unique wrap around design greatly reduces the danger of crush 

damage to scope tubes.

One Piece Fully  
Adjustable Mounts

All ring mounts and fully adjustable  

one piece mounts boast the following:
 

  Made of the highest grade aircraft aluminium.
 

  Each mount consists of 32 separate precision-engineered parts.
 

  Available in three sizes to fit dovetails from 10.5mm to 14mm.
 

   Gimbals within the mount ensure no strain is exerted on the  

scope tube.
 

   Unique wrap around design for unrivalled retention and twice  

the grip of conventional mounts.
 

   Unique wrap around design greatly reduces the danger of crush 

damage to scope tubes.

Why use an adjustable Scope Mount?

These mounts offer independent adjustment allowing correct alignment 

of the scope to the rifle’s bore, thus eliminating many of the problems 

normally associated with zeroing-in. 

Rather than compensating for mis-alignment errors by turning the scope 

turrets to their extremes, the BSA ScopeMaster Professional mount allows 

the scope to remain optically centred, so the elevation and windage turrets 

are used to dial-in allowances for trajectory and/or wind drift, rather than 

setting the initial zero, which is as it should be.

601  1 Piece double screw Medium 1" (25.4mm) - 9.3 - 13mm dovetail

603A 1 Piece fully adjustable Medium 1" (25.4mm) - 10.5 - 11.9mm Gamo

603B 1 Piece fully adjustable Medium 1" (25.4mm)- 11.9 - 12.9mm SuperTen

603C  1 Piece fully adjustable Medium 1" (25.4mm) - 12.9 - 14mm Maxigrip scope rail

606  2 Piece double screw Medium 1" (25.4mm) - 9.3 - 13mm dovetail

607  2 Piece double screw High 1" (25.4mm) - 9.3 - 13mm dovetail

608 2 Piece double screw Medium 30mm - 9.3 - 13mm dovetail

609 2 Piece double screw High 30mm - 9.3 - 13mm dovetail
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Gun Safes
A gun safe must provide both total security for your guns, and 

complete peace of mind for you. The entire range of BSA gun 

safes provides both as standard, and that standard is the very 

highest available. Our safes are constructed in accordance with 

the British Standard from 2mm thick, rolled steel and the door 

secured via saw-resistant, rotating bolts. Vault-style, multi-point, 

seven-lever locking is standard throughout the range, along with 

single-key security and anti-crowbar interlocking hinges.  

All internal safe-boxes are fitted with six-lever cylinder locks and 

the finish of your guns is fully protected by a hi-density foam 

barrel retainer, shaped for side-by-side and over-under shotguns, 

or rifles. 

Finished in super-tough, powder coated Forest Green complete 

with the BSA logo, our gunsafes offer the ultimate security 

solution for your needs.

1. Vault Style
Anti-saw retaining 
bolts.

2. Hi-density foam
Barrel retainer to secure 
and protect your guns. 

3. Anti-crowbar
Doors remain secure 
even if hinges are cut. 

4. Single key access
Via offset seven lever, 
twin-faced security key. 

GS3 3 Gun 1300x200x200 mm 26 Kg

GS4 4 Gun  1300x250x250 mm 27 Kg

GS4LT 4 Gun Lock Top 1500x250x250 mm 40 Kg

GS4LTD 4 Gun Lock Top Deep 1500x250x330 mm 46 Kg

GS6S 6 Gun & Shelf 1400x345x260 mm 43 Kg

GS6LT 6 Gun Lock Top  1500x345x260 mm 49 Kg

GS6LTD 6 Gun Lock Top Deep  1500x345x330 mm 53 Kg 

GS8S 8 Gun & Shelf 1400x458x260 mm 54 Kg

GS8LTD 8 Gun Lock Top Deep 1500x458x330 mm 68 Kg
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Silencers & Adaptors
Silencers aren’t just for hunting use. All precharged pneumatic 

airguns are more enjoyable to shoot when fitted with a properly 

designed silencer and reducing the muzzle noise of your airgun 

is always a good idea, especially for those who enjoy back 

garden fun-gun sessions. Remember too, that a silencer fitted to 

a break-barrel rifle can act as a cocking aid. So, no matter what 

type of shooting you do, a silencer is well worth considering. BSA 

silencers are made specifically to complement our range of rifles 

and each model is designed to provide years of maintenance-free 

use. Hi-tech on the inside, smooth and stylish on the outside, our 

silencers are sound investments for shooters of all kinds.

Silencer Adaptor
Now Supersport owners can enjoy the full benefit of the BSA VC 

silencer courtesy of this easily fitted adaptor. Fixed to the barrel by 

a grub screw, this high quality accessory comes complete with a 

threaded and capped adaptor which attaches an 1/2" UNF silencer 

in seconds. Simple, sturdy and totally secure.

16-6617

Silencer Adaptor
Here’s a neat adaptor for owners of all carbine spring rifles 

or classics such as the Goldstar and Superstar. Just attach 

the larger section of the adaptor onto your rifle’s muzzle 

thread, and you have a male thread ready and waiting to 

accept a silencer – including the all-conquering VC.

16-6627

New VC Silencer 
The only airgun silencer you will ever need. This latest-generation 

silencer actually allows the shooter to match its internal 

specification to suit the calibre of the rifle. A supplied hex-wrench 

permits the adjustment of the internal ‘bore’ of the silencer, so 

that the exit aperture can be increased or decreased, according to 

calibre, to maximise the reduction in noise-energy as the pellet 

leaves the moderator.  This ‘variable choke’ facility turns a silencer 

into one of the most useful hunting accessories of all time.

Also supplied is a feeler gauge in .177, .20, .22 and .25 calibres.

   

Warning: always ensure that this silencer is adjusted to allow the 

pellet sufficient clearance to exit freely.

Muzzle Brake
This stylish, discreet accessory has two  

main functions, both of which it carries out  

extremely well. First, it provides a neat finish to 

the rifle’s barrel and protects the precision crowning of the 

muzzle and the threads from knocks and similar damage. 

Secondly, the multi-port section of the Muzzle Brake allows air to 

vent to atmosphere while the pellet exits in reduced turbulence.

16-6838

Single Shot Adaptor 

A flip-out adaptor in .177 or .22 for competition 

shooting  is available separately. This product can 

be used in all BSA multi shot models except for 

the SuperTen.  

16-7425 .177  
16-7426 .22

New R10 VC Silencer
The new R-10 VC silencer has the same 

internal arrangement as the standard VC 

version, but the breech end of it has an 

outside diameter that is the same as the 

shroud on the R-10 so that it mates  

perfectly when attached to the gun.
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Tactical Carbine Backpack
This multi-feature rifle carrying case comes in 38 and 43-inch lengths with 

all the depth you need to accommodate a scoped rifle. Padded straps 

and twin handles allow you to comfortably carry your rifle and all the 

accessories you need for a full shooting session. Includes Velcro-sealed 

pockets for two air bottles, a silencer compartment and a documents 

pouch. Reinforced throughout with a deeply padded interior, the Tactical 

Carbine Backpack is the ideal, full-protection system for your rifle.

Tactical Case Mat
This ultra hard-wearing riflecase represents the ultimate in protection 

for your rifle – and you! Not only does it provide a 48-inch, fully-padded, 

securely zipped, easily portable storage and transport system for a fully-

scoped rifle with a bi-pod, this product has a 22" fold-out extension which 

turns it into a 70" full-length shooting mat! Fully kitted-out with Velcro’d 

compartments for two air bottles, your shooting documents, pellets, 

silencer and cleaning kit, the Tactical Case Mat is constructed from super-

tough, wipe clean nylon for year after year of service to you and your rifle.

Accessories
The BSA shooting family now comes complete with its own 

comprehensive range of high quality accessories, designed to 

increase your shooting pleasure. From luggage and target holders 

to maintenance products, when you see the famous BSA name on 

it, you know it will serve you and your shooting to the standard 

you’ve come to expect from our company. Here at BSA we wear 

our name with pride, and now we hope you will, too.  

Gun Bags
Polytwill Gunbag
Our new Polytwill gunbags offer a high protection factor and even  

higher value for money. Features include double-reinforced end sections 

to safeguard against wear, plus a retaining flap for the rifle’s butt and a 

safe-stop zip which, when fully open, retains the front end security so 

that the rifle can not slide from the case. Further features include a large 

accessory pocket for cleaning kit, pellets and various items, plus a securely 

zipped internal pocket to take your shooting documents. Add this gunbags 

wraparound carrying handles and robust construction and you’ve got a 

product that will protect your precious BSA rifle for years. Available in either 

44" or 49 1/2" length.
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Foldaway Target Holder
Ingenious, versatile, convenient and built to last a lifetime, 

this stainless steel target holder is the perfect accessory for 

airgun shooters of all kinds. Designed to take all types of paper 

target, this holder unfolds from its pocket-sized storage mode 

to offer three positions and two target heights, the higher 

of which allows your target to clear long grass. Compact, 

lightweight and perfect to slip into a pocket of your riflecase, 

the Foldaway Target Holder is the ideal solution for checking 

your rifle’s zero in the field. An absolute must-have accessory 

for rifle shooters.

Torch and Laser Set

Increase the effectiveness of your airgun 

with this self-contained lamp and laser setup. 

Our system includes torch, laser, mounting 

kit, batteries and rubber-armoured, remote 

contact switch. If you’re ready to add a new 

dimension to your shooting – we’ve got the 

perfect system!

Instructional CD 
The instructional CD produced by BSA contains a 

wealth of essential, easy-to-follow information on 

subjects such as safety, marksmanship techniques, 

quarry recognition, maintenance, and much, much 

more. Made in consultation with renowned airgun 

experts, John Bowkett and Terry Doe, this full colour 

presentation shows you how to get the most from 

your BSA rifle and your sport. 

Customer Care

When you buy a BSA product you invest, not only in our goods, but 

in our reputation. That reputation is based on serving the shooting 

community and has been forged throughout more than a century.  

Our repairs, spares and servicing facilities are as extensive as our history, 

and we offer full support to owners of all current and many previously 

produced BSA guns. For owners of all vintage, classic and obsolete 

BSA airguns and firearms, expert advice and information is available 

from John Knibbs International. Their full range of specialist spares and 

renovation service ensures you can get the very best from your rifle 

whatever the age.  BSA customers are the most important part of the 

BSA family. We make and support our products and our customers do 

exactly the same for us. Welcome to the BSA family –  
the first family of airguns.    

JOHN KNIBBS INTERNATIONAL
Hillside, Shawbury Lane, Shustoke, Warwickshire B46 2RR
Tel: 01675 481006 Mob: 07860 175087  
enquiries@airgunspares.com  www.airgunspares.com

     Eminently readable, I have been informed, educated and 
entertained by this book. It has a wide appeal that extends beyond 
firearms historians and technophiles to embrace the vast body of 
British firearms users who own or have ever owned a BSA gun.

A concise and detailed history of BSA's commercial arms 
production from 1906-2002

The Golden Century

Bill Harriman, Shooting Times
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Charging Gear & Filling Adaptors

Your precharged pneumatic airgun’s needs can be catered for easily and affordably 

with our range of quality accessories. From threaded charging adaptors, hi-tech, 

easy-action manual pumps and their filter kits, spare buddy-bottles and carriers, 

all the way to the latest, plug-in connectors, seals and lubricants, BSA can supply 

everything your airgun requires. 

All BSA accessories are purpose-designed and developed for our range  

of guns and shooting products – and that’s why they’re the natural choice for BSA 

owners, everywhere.

200cc Buddy Bottle

All owners of BSA SuperTen rifles should 

invest in a spare buddy bottle – or two. 

Then, rather than return to ‘base’ to 

re-charge your rifle, you can simply un-

screw the spent buddy bottle and replace 

it with a fully-charged one. And what 

better way to carry that spare, than our 

purpose-designed, belt-mounted bottle-

carrier? This carrier keeps your buddy 

bottles secure and instantly to hand, plus 

it’s made to last a lifetime.

Never use anything other than 

divers’ quality compressed air in 

your charging gear or your rifle. 

Using gases other than air can be 

highly dangerous and will instantly 

invalidate all BSA warranties. 

W A r n i n G

For use with Standard Fill (SF) 
Spitfire and Firebird - 16-6378 

For use with Hornet, Ultra, Scorpion and High 
Fill (HF) Spitfire and Firebird - 16-6437

For use with SuperTen - 16-6440

200cc buddy 
bottle in carrier

Specialist SuperTen adaptor for use with 
"A" clamp and scuba tank - 16-6169    
Replacement Washer - 16-6169

200cc  
buddy bottle

Pump
This superbly engineered, multistage compression, air pump is 

manufactured on behalf of BSA by Hills, the acknowledged masters 

of the manual charging system. Totally portable and includes an 

internal moisture trap, the BSA pump can also be fitted with an 

optional Dri-Pac moisture filter. The BSA Pump takedown design 

makes it easily transportable and gives your precharged airgun 

total go-anywhere versatility!

Optional dry-pac 
moisture extraction 
filter - 804

Dry-pac granules - 803 Replacement air filter kit - 807
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Spring Guns

PCP Guns

Beech stock - ambidextrous  Y Y  Y 
Walnut stock grade 2 - ambidextrous  Y Y  Y Y 
Synthetic stock   Y Y Y Y  
Fully left handed version      Y 
Chequered grip and forend  Y Y Y Y Y
Ventilated rubber butt pad  Y Y Y Y Y 
Height adjustable butt pad      Y 
Bolt action     Y Y Y 
Micro movement cocking system  Y Y    
10 Shot magazine     Y  Y Y 
Self-regulating valve  Y Y Y Y  
Fully-regulated valve      Y 
Steel barrel with hammer forged rifling  Y Y Y Y Y 
Choked, chambered and crowned barrel  Y Y Y Y Y 
Free floating barrel   Y Y Y Y Y 
Two stage adjustable trigger  Y Y Y Y  
Two stage adjustable match trigger      Y 
Manual safety catch  Y Y Y Y Y 
Aluminium scope rail  Y Y Y Y Y 
Silencer included        
Fully shrouded barrel silencer      Y
Muzzle brake     Y Y Y  
Barrel threaded 1/2 inch UNF  Y Y Y Y Y 
Fill pressure at 12 ft/lbs and high power .177             232 bar 232 bar 200/232 bar 200/232 bar 232 bar 
                                                             .22 200 bar 200 bar 200/232 bar 200/232 bar 232 bar 
Shots per fill at 12 ft/lbs and high power   .177 35/NA 35/NA 65/40 65/40 160/50 
  .22  40/NA 40/NA 96/25 96/25 210/45 
Calibre  .177/4.5mm Y Y Y Y Y
  .22/5.5mm Y Y Y Y Y     

Weight  lbs/kg 5.7/2.6 5.9/2.7 6.8/3.1 6.3/2.8 6.9/3.1 
Length  inches/cms 32/82 32/82 33.5/85 33.5/85 37/94 
UK muzzle velocity        
.177/4.5mm  ft/sec or m/sec 825/250 825/250 825/250 825/250 825/250 
.22/5.5mm  ft/sec or m/sec  570/173 570/173 570/173 570/173 570/173     
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Beech stock - ambidextrous  Y  Y Y Y 
Walnut stock grade 1 - ambidextrous      Y 
Synthetic stock   Y     
Synthetic stock - right handed       Y
Chequered pistol grip  Y      
Chequered pistol grip and forend   Y Y Y Y Y
Ventilated rubber butt pad  Y Y Y Y Y Y
Break barrel  Y Y Y Y Y Y
Steel barrel with hammer forged rifling  Y Y Y Y Y Y
Chambered and crowned barrel  Y Y Y Y Y Y
Two stage adjustable trigger  Y Y Y Y Y Y
Manual safety catch  Y Y Y Y Y Y
Adjustable open sights    Y    
Fibre optic adustable open sights  Y Y       
Dove tails in cylinder for scope mounting  Y Y Y    
Maxigrip scope rail with recoil absorbsion system    Y Y Y
Calibre .177/4.5mm Y Y Y Y Y Y
 .22/5.5mm Y Y Y Y Y Y
 .25/6.35mm   Y Y Y Y
Weight lbs/kg 6.2/2.8 5.9/2.7 6.6/3 6.2/2.8 6.6/3 6.6/3
Length inches/cms 43/109 42.5/108 42/104 37.25/95 37.5/95 37.5/ 95  
Maximum muzzle velocity          
.177/4.5mm ft/sec or m/sec 825/250 825/250 1000/303 1000/303 1000/303 1000/303
.22/5.5mm  ft/sec or m/sec 570/173 570/173 730/221 730/221 730/221 730/221
.25/6.35mm ft/sec or m/sec   700/212 700/212 700/212 700/212
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Fill pressures are recommended maximum - actual performance may vary depending on pressure. 
All guns are supplied to conform to the laws of the country of destination

Warranty

Under our warranty program we will repair faulty guns free of charge 
(UK only) providing they are less than 2 years old, and have failed 
through faulty materials or workmanship, not "fair wear and tear". 
As wood is a natural product, wooden stocks are excluded from this 
warranty.  As with all warranties, this applies  
to guns purchased from new, not second hand, and we require proof 
of purchase, such as a copy of the receipt to be sent with the gun.  
The warranty applies to the original purchaser only, and is not 
transferable. In the unlikely event that a gun should need to be 
returned to the factory, please include a letter explaining the problem 
together with a daytime telephone number and the address of the 
gunshop to which you wish the gun to be returned. BSA can only 
return your gun via a gunshop or it can be collected in person from  
the factory by prior arrangement.

If returning goods to BSA for any reason, it is the responsibility of the 
owner to arrange insurance of goods in transit, BSA will not be held 
responsible for damage or loss in transit.

Whilst specifications have been checked to the best of our ability, and every effort 
made to make them accurate, no responsibility can be taken for errors or omissions.  
We reserve the right to alter our specifications without further notice. 23
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